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This month saw the successful deployment of one of the most impressive feats of 

engineering in the blockchain industry: The Ethereum Merge. The switching of the 

consensus mechanism from Proof-of-Work (PoW) to Proof-of-Stake (PoS), has been on 

the Ethereum roadmap, and actively worked on since genesis and is a remarkable 

milestone for the project. As of 15-September at 06:46:46 UTC, at Ethereum blockheight 

15,537,393, the final PoW mined block was produced, and the PoS Beacon Chain took 

over chain consensus. The Ethereum Merge was successful.

Since mid-August, the market has been trading down from the consolidation rage high, 

which peaked at around $25k. The market has reaches towards the range low at the last 

week of this month, and a considerable volume of coins flipped from an unrealized profit (at 

$25k) to an unrealized loss through this process. With another interest rate raise (75 basis 

points) from FED and hawkish stance from FED authorities in September FOME meeting, 

the markets still do not show any upside movement and are trading in a quite narrow range if 

not falling. However, Bitcoin shows relatively quiet action in recent month, no big collapses, 

although stock market has dropped significantly. Many investors start thinking that Bitcoin 

market probably has set the bottom. 
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Fed Hikes Rates to Highest Since 2007; 
Bitcoin Slides toward $18K
This is the third consecutive time that members of the Federal Open Market Committee raised 

rates by 75 basis points, signaling how serious inflationary pressures have gotten in the U.S. 

The bitcoin market doesn't like it.

Figure 1: FED chair, Jerome Powell.

In a widely anticipated move, the Federal Reserve raised interest rates by 75 basis points 

(0.75 percentage point), marking the third consecutive time this year that central bankers 

decided for a hike of that magnitude – and stiffening headwinds in the bitcoin market

The decision comes after the Septemberconsumer price index (CPI), showed that inflation, 

excluding energy and food prices, rose 0.6% from the month before.
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The federal funds rate will rise to a range of 3% to 3.25%, the highest since late 2007. The rate 

had stayed near zero for more than two years. Traders are currently betting that the federal 

funds rate will go above 4.25% before central bankers pause the campaign.

Once the terminal rate – still a matter of disagreement among central bankers – is reached, 

some economists project it will likely stay at that level until inflation comes down significantly, 

possibly to the Fed's target rate of 2%.

Bitcoin (BTC) whipsawed in the hours after the announcement, but sold off later in the 

afternoon along with U.S. stocks. Bitcoin was changing hands just around $19,000.

Federal Reserve board members and presidents doubled down on further interest rate hikes 

in their economic outlook, with no pivot in sight for 2023.

At the end of this year, the federal funds rate is expected to reach 4.4%, indicating the Federal 

Reserve will continue to raise interest rates at the next FOMC meetings. The Federal Reserve 

does not expect rate cuts until 2024, damping hopes of eased financial conditions anytime 

soon.

Crypto markets were volatile in the wake of the Federal Reserve's decision. Bitcoin dropped 

below $19,000 but soon rebounded to $19,500, then slid to $19,000. Equities also saw wild 

swings during Powell's press conference.

Markets are crazy in the short-term," said Alexandre Lores, Quantum Economics' director of 

blockchain market research. "Over a longer period, I see this as a neutral or bearish move, 

and expect BTC and ETH to respond in a neutral or bearish fashion.”
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The Ethereum Merge Is Done, Opening a 
New Era for the Second-Biggest 
The historic upgrade casts aside the miners who had previously driven the blockchain, with 

promises of massive environmental benefits.

Figure 2: Merge update on Ethereum performed successfully in September 2022.

The massive overhaul of Ethereum known as the Merge has finally happened, moving the 

digital machinery at the core of the second-largest cryptocurrency by market value to a 

vastly more energy-efficient system after years of development and delay.

It was no small feat swapping out one way of running a blockchain, known as proof-of-work, 

for another, called proof-of-stake.

The payoff is potentially gigantic. Ethereum should now consume 99.9% or so less energy. 

It's like Finland has suddenly shut off its power grid, according to one estimate.

Ethereum's developers say the upgrade will make the network – which houses a $60 billion 

ecosystem of cryptocurrency exchanges, lending companies, non-fungible token (NFT) 

marketplaces and other apps – more secure and scalable, too.

When the Merge officially kicked in, more than 41,000 people were tuned in on YouTube to 

an "Ethereum Mainnet Merge Viewing Party." They watched with bated breath as key 

metrics trickled in suggesting that Ethereum's core systems had remained intact. After 

about 15 long minutes the Merge officially finalized, meaning it could be declared a success. 

The price of ETH – whose current market value near $200 billion makes it the second-

largest cryptocurrency after bitcoin (BTC) – was largely flat after the Merge.



Ethereum, introduced in 2015, expanded upon the core concepts of Bitcoin with smart 

contracts – or computer programs that effectively use the blockchain as a global supercom-

puter, recording data onto its network. That innovation was the essential ingredient behind 

decentralized finance (DeFi) and NFTs – the main catalysts of the most recent crypto boom.

The Merge retires Ethereum's proof-of-work system, where crypto miners competed to 

write transactions to its ledger – and earn rewards for doing so – by solving cryptographic 

puzzles.

Ethereum's new system, proof-of-stake, does away with mining entirely.

Miners are replaced by validators – people who “stake” at least 32 ETH by sending them to 

an address on the Ethereum network where they cannot be bought or sold.

These staked ETH tokens act like lottery tickets: The more ETH a validator stakes, the more 

likely one of its tickets will be drawn, granting it the ability to write a “block” of transactions to 

Ethereum's digital ledger.

In proof-of-stake, the amount of ETH one stakes – not the amount of energy one expends – 

dictates control over the network. Proof-of-stake boosters say this makes attacks more 

expensive and self-defeating: attackers can have their staked ETH slashed, or reduced, as 

punishment for trying to harm the network.

"This is the first step in Ethereum's big journey towards being a very mature system, but 

there are still steps left to go," said Vitalik Buterin, Ethereum's co-creator, as he reflected on 

the Merge during Thursday's viewing party. He went on to mention Ethereum's relatively 

high fees and slow speeds, which were not addressed by the update, but remain as much a 

barrier to growing the network's user base as environmental concerns ever was.
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The On-Chain data scan the behavior of the macro and micro investors and is utilized to trace 

the investors general sentiment, major transactions, wallets and exchange balance, miners' 

condition, etc. Money Flow Tracker, Whale Indicator and Cycle Detector are main subparts of 

the BINVEST Machine studying the On-Chain metrics to clear the investors behavior.

1. Money Flow Tracker:

Money flow tracker is a tracer which is part of the BINVEST MACHINE and developed by the 

BINVEST team. This program shows the condition of major and minor holders, calculated 

based on the realized cap, MVRV and bitcoin price parameters. The following results show the 

outcome of this indicator:
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The above results show the fact that the current price of the Bitcoin is attractive for old and big 

holders, and they are still accumulating many more Bitcoins. Besides the above table, the 

BINVEST team has quantified the Money Flow Tracker output using complicated 

mathematical formulations. The obtained value varies in a range of 0 to 100 where 100 shows 

a situation when old and big holders are intensely buying more Bitcoins, and on the contrary, 0 

shows they are strongly selling their Bitcoins.

Figure 4: Money Flow Tracker output since 2020.

As it could be seen, the indicator value is about 88, which means that old and big holders are 

intensely buying Bitcoin. The current Money Flow Tracker value that is in the All-Time-high 

region from 2020 could show the investors that the bitcoin price is highly valuable. Therefore, 

this region might be considered as the bottom for many old holders!
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2. Whale Indicator:

Whale indicator is another part of the BINVEST MACHINE observing the behaviors of bitcoin 

whales. This indicator works based on the big wallets balance, exchanges reserve, MVRV and 

bitcoin price. The whale indicator output is a number showing the condition of the market. In the 

newest update of this indicator, if the number is higher than 60, it means that the big whales are 

selling their coins and if the number is lower than 30, it means the market is in the accumulation 

phase and the whales are buying more Bitcoins.

Figure 5: Whale indicator output since 2020.

As it has been shown in the above figure, the current value of the whale indicator is about 26. It 

means the market is still in the accumulation phase and whales are adding their Bitcoins. 

Likewise, both Money flow tracker and Whale Indicator algorithms signal that the current 

Bitcoin price could be considered close to the bottom!
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3. Cycle Detector:

The cycle detector is a machine simulating the start and end of any bull run cycle in the 

cryptocurrency market, according to the various prices of the bitcoin. This program specifically 

calculates the cycle start time and shows the position of the current price in a cycle period.

This algorithm tries to estimate the cycle start and the end time in the cryptocurrency market 

according to the various prices of the bitcoin (showed in the below figure). This program shows 

the position of the current price in a cycle.

Figure 6: Cycle detector output since 2011

As could be seen in the above figure, the price has spent almost 60 days below the red line 

(Realized Price) and it means the accumulation phase is still running. If the price could get to 

the realized price and hold above it again, the new bull run could be considered starting. 

Otherwise, the accumulation phase continues.
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BTCUSDT

Figure 7: (Left) Scenarios described for BTC price chart in previous report. (Right) Possible 

direction of Bitcoin movement.

According to Fig. 7, we had predicted two scenarios in the past monthly reports, but the BTC 

price is still moving in the side range and does not show any significant movement. The two 

scenarios illustrated are still valid and it seems scenario 2 has a more chance to happen.

DXY

Figure 8: (Left) Scenario described for DXY chart in Aug. 2022 report. (Right) Zoom in view 

of DXY chart showing the path of possible movement.

Despite the strong divergence reported in DXY chart in the last analysis, it still records a new 

All-High-Time since 2004. The mentioned divergences are still valid, but it seems that DXY has 

the potential to reach the 120 level before a meaningful drop. 
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Amidst a persistent contraction in global liquidity, Bitcoin Short-Term Holders find 
themselves under immense pressure, with Bitcoin markets struggling to hold the 
psychological $20k support level.

Liquidity across all asset markets continue to fade this month, as persistent dollar 
strength pushes the DXY Index to a new 20-year high of 114.5. The Eurozone 
finds itself under increasing stress, with the balance of trade in deficit, concerns 
over energy shortages, and the Euro falling deeper below USD parity. Great 
Britain seems to be another victim in this economic blood bath. 

As the evaporation in global liquidity continues, emphasized by new local highs 
on the DXY index, Bitcoin has remarkably shown a degree of relative strength. 
BTC prices remained range bound this month, trading between a peak of $22,7K 
and lows of $18,2K. However, price action is just barely hanging on to the 
consolidation range lows set in July, holding the line from what could be further 
capitulation.

Network activity remains in a dire condition as network adoption levels slump to 
levels last seen during the COVID crisis. However, one constructive observation 
would be the expulsion of retail participants from the network leaving just the 
HODLers class, career traders and everyday Bitcoin users remaining. This 
suggests the user-base is at its foundational level.
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Every once in a while, a new technology comes along that changes everything. The 

internet defined the past few decades of innovation. We believe crypto will define the 

next few decades.

BINVEST was founded in 2019 and provides services for the blockchain hedge and 

venture funds. BINVEST has in-depth financial and crypto knowledge that enables the 

company to actively manage its crypto-funds 24/7. The discretionary investment 

strategy currently implemented at BINVEST has proven to be successful over the last 

years during different market crisis.
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